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Abstract

Many political and societal factors can affect the
course of geopolitical events, making them ex-
tremely challenging to forecast.In this work, we
seek to develop a computational approach for fore-
casting geopolitical events. We show that one can
leverage past geopolitical interactions to predict
future related geopolitical interactions that have
not necessarily occurred before. We propose to
leverage ICEWS, a geopolitical interaction event
dataset, to develop a predictive modeling frame-
work for geopolitical events using both supervised
and unsupervised machine learning approaches.

1. Introduction
Many phenomena can be represented as dyadic relationships
between actors in a dynamic network, varying from link pre-
diction in social networks to relationships between countries
on a global stage. Because of the wide applicability of this
representation, developing approaches that can predict how
these networks evolve is an important problem to focus on.

One domain where this problem is of utmost significance
would be in geopolitical forecasting, where actors are coun-
tries (e.g. USA, China, etc) and links represent the interac-
tions between them (e.g. signing treaties, declaring war, etc).
Within this context, often the most interesting relationships
to predict are those that happen with the least frequency.
For example, the meeting between North Korea’s leader
and a member of the G7 was unprecedented prior to June,
2018. However, in the months leading up to this event, there
were tertiary events indicating a meeting might happen in
the near future.1 Predicting these kinds of events would
be of enormous value to policy makers, governments, and
journalists, among others.

Fortunately, during the last couple of years geopolitical
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events have been coded in datasets such as GDELT2 and
Integrated Crisis Early Warning System (ICEWS3). The ad-
vent of these large geopolitical event datasets, automatically
extracted and coded from internet news archives, gives us
the chance of monitoring these events over time. In both
datasets, CAMEO coding scheme is used to represent the
events. The benefit of the CAMEO coding scheme is that
it produces a series of dyadic events where each event falls
under a “CAMEO code”, mapping the event into one of a
several predefined geopolitical interactions (Gerner et al.,
2002), including 20 high level CAMEO actions, e.g., the
code ‘19’ corresponds to ‘Fight’. Following from this, a
CAMEO-coded dyadic event consists of four pieces of infor-
mation: a sender, a receiver, an action type, and a timestamp.
We can map a geopolitical question into a CAMEO coded
event. Here is an example of those questions:

Will Kim Jong-un meet the head of government from the
United States in-person before 15 June 2018?

Which can be extracted to a (North Korea, Meet, US, 06-15-
2018), where “Meet” is associated with a CAMEO code in
ICEWS dataset.

In this work, we present a Tensor Forecasting model that
combines a Bayesian Poisson tensor factorization and a
convolutional autoregression model to leverage the evolving
and multi-relational nature of a Temporal Knowledge Graph
for temporal reasoning. We test the performance of the
model over ICEWS dataset and compare our method with
the other state-of-the art statics and dynamics approaches in
sequence modeling and graph representation learning. Our
approach outperforms all the baselines in most of the cases
in forecasting geopolitical events.

2. Related Work
The literature of this work can be divided into three comple-
mentary threads: (i) Traditional machine learning (ii) Tensor
factorization (iii) Knowledge Graph embeddings.
The first category of approaches (Keneshloo et al., 2014;
Korkmaz et al., 2015; Parrish et al., 2018) are mostly super-
vised, designed to specifically target the prediction of geopo-

2https://www.gdeltproject.org/
3https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/icews
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litical events by extracting features from different datasets
such as GDELT, ICEWS, social media, etc. Some among
them use ground truth data manually curated by experts,
such as GSR provided by (Ramakrishnan et al., 2014) and
ICEWS Event of Interests ground truth data (Lustick et al.,
2015), which limits the task to specific countries or events.
The methods applied to this problems include: discriminant
analysis, HMM (Qiao et al., 2017), and Bayesian time series
forecasting (Montgomery et al., 2012). (Keneshloo et al.,
2014) is the first that considers the graph nature of the prob-
lem. They detect and predict Domestic Political Crisis by
mining frequent sub-graphs of the interaction graph for both
negative and positive class.

The second and third category are more general and applica-
ble on different relational dataset. (Schein et al., 2015) and
(Schein et al., 2016) specifically model ICEWS dataset a
4-D tensor, of size N ×N ×E × T where N is the number
of country actors and E is the number of action types and
T is the time period. They propose Bayesian Poisson Ten-
sor Factorization and Tucker Decomposition to extract the
underlying multilateral relationship between countries and
evaluate their methods on inference tasks, while we are in-
terested in forecasting unseen events. (Dunlavy et al., 2011)
is one of the first works that combine a tensor factorization
and timeseries prediction to forecast the future tensor.

There are many relational representation learning algorithms
(Socher et al., 2013; Bordes et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2014;
Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) for reasoning over large static
Knowledge Graphs, all of them fail to capture the temporal
dynamics of a Temporal Knowledge Graph. In (Sadeghian
et al., 2016) Sadeghian et. al extend the rule mining ap-
proach presented in (Yang et al., 2014) for temporal Knowl-
edge graphs. (Trivedi et al., 2017) and (Jin et al., 2019)
use recurrent neural network to captures the evolving rep-
resentation of entities and relations over time and evaluate
their method on ICEWS and GDELT dataset. (Jin et al.,
2019) is used as one of our baselines as it shows promis-
ing performance in beating all the other static and dynamic
approaches.

3. Problem Definition
Given an ordered sequence of events between countries,
within a time window [t − h + 1, t], we aim to predict
whether an event will happen in time interval [t+ 1, t+ w],
where h is the history length and w is the lead time window.

In this study, we are interested in forecasting geopolitical
events encoded as CAMEO coded interactions. We precisely
address the following question:

Given two countries s and o, will a geopolitical event r
happen between them in the future?

4. Our Model
We represent the interaction data as a 4-dimensional Tensor
M of size N × N × T × R, where N is the number of
countries, T is the number of time steps, andR is the number
of events, where each time step is the aggregation of w days.
msotr corresponds to the number of interactions of type r
from country s to o at time step t.

Given Tensor M , we want to extrapolate entries along the
third (i.e. time) dimension. Specifically, we want to out-
put a tensor with dimensions N × N × C × R, where C
is the number future time steps we would like to predict.
This output tensor is an estimate of the number of different
interactions, between all countries, that will happen in the
upcoming S time steps according what our model expects.
Our proposed algorithm includes following steps:

1. Tensor Factorization. Tensor factorization meth-
ods identify the underlying hidden structure of the
data Our 4-dimensional M , it can be factorized into
four low-rank (k-dimensional) factor matrices θS ∈
RN×k, θO ∈ RN×k, θT ∈ RT×k, and θR ∈ RR×k,
and their outer tensor product should recover M .
Specifically, each element of M can be estimated as:

m̃sotr =

k∑
f=1

(
θSi ◦ θOj ◦ θTt ◦ θRe

)
f

(1)

where ◦ is Hadamard product, the subscripts on θ se-
lect row vectors, and the subscript f selects scalars
from the row vector. Schein et al. (2015) proposed
Bayesian Poisson Tensor Factorization (BPTF) which
is a probabilistic approach for identifying the latent
structures. BPTF assumes that each element of M is
coming from a Poisson distribution (as it is suitable for
count data) with mean m̃sotr. They also impose four
sparsity-inducing Gamma priors over the latent factors.
Each entry in the factor matrices e.g. θSsk:

θIsk ∼ Gamma(α, βS),

and similarly for θO, θT , and θR, where all θ’s share
the same shape parameter α ∈ R>0 but each has its
own rate parameter β ∈ R>0

2. Forecasting. We extrapolate θT producing θC through
a simple autoregressive convolutional model. In partic-
ular, we train convolutional filter W ∈ Rτ×k×k, Filter
height τ allows us to process τ timesteps in the past for
predicting a single timestep. The convolution θT ∗W
produces response ∈ R(T−τ+1)×k. Finally, we train
W to minimize:

min
W
||θTτ : − θT ∗W ||2F , (2)
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where ||.||F is the Frobenius norm. Other autoregres-
sive alternatives such as RNN are plausible, but we
were able to get slightly better performance using the
simple convolutional architecture. Finally, we use W
to append rows to θT , one row at a time. We refer to
these new (extrapolated) rows as θS .

3. Reconstruction. Given θS , θO, θC and θR, we predict
the future tensor using PARAFAC method i.e. using
Equation 1.

Convert Regression to Probability The output of this
method m̂sotr, is the expected value for the number of
events of type r between s and o. In (Schein et al., 2015) it
is assumed that m̂sotr is the mean of a Poisson distribution.
The probability of an event happening can then be calculated
by:

P (X > 0) = 1− P (X = 0) = 1− e−λ = 1− e−m̂sotr

5. Baselines
We design the problem, in various ways, to address different
aspects of our dataset, including binary classification task
(Section 5.1), static (Section 5.2) and temporal (Section 5.3)
link prediction. This section explains the baseline methods
and the task designs.

5.1. LSTM

We model the proposed problem as a binary classification
task: given a triple (s, r, o), and a timestamp t, we aim to to
predict the event as positive if the action r happens between
s and o in [t, t+ w].

Labels. For every pair (s, o) in our dataset, we choose
k random non overlapping timestamps from [tstart, tend]
where tstart and tend are the starting and ending date of the
ICEWS dataset. An instance (s, o, r) has positive label if
action r occur between s and o within [τ, τ + w] otherwise
it has negative label.

Features. We denote xso,t ∈ R20 as the vector of CAMEO
interactions between country s and o at timestamp t, and
Fh,τ = {xso,t for t ∈ [τ − h, τ ]}.

Model: The proposed model is based on a single layer of
LSTMs, a type of recurrent neural network designed to cap-
ture long term dependencies in sequential data (Hochreiter
& Schmidhuber, 1997). For a given instance (s, o, r, t), vec-
tors in Fh,τ are used as an input sequence for the LSTM
model. The output of the last units produces the probability
of the event.

5.2. RGCN

We can also represent the country-coutnry interactions as a
multi-relational temporal graph in which, nodes represents

the countries, and country s and o are connected with an
edge with label r, t if an event of type r happens at time
step t between them. Relation Graph Convolution Network
(R-GCN) proposed by (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) defines
the hidden representation of each node as an aggregation of
the representation of its neighbors:

h
(l+1)
i = σ(W0h

(l)
i +

∑
r∈R

∑
j∈Mi

1

nr,j
Wrh

(l)
j )

where Mi denotes the set of neighbor indices of node i
under relation r ∈ R and ni,r is a normalization constant.
For link prediction, DistMult (Yang et al., 2014) factoriza-
tion is used, in which every relation r is a diagonal matrix
R ∈ Rd×d. Given es and eo as the latent factor representa-
tions of s and o, the scoring function is defined as:

f(s, r, o) = eTs Rreo

5.3. RE-Net

RE-Net, proposed by (Jin et al., 2019) comprised of an event
sequence encoder and a neighborhood aggregation module.
Given a sequence of events {(si, ri, oi, ti)}i, the goal is
to predict the probability of unseen events (s, r, ?, t) and
(?, r, o, t) by predicting the object or subject entity. They
define the conditional probability of object o happening at
time t as follows:

P (ot|s, r,Ort−k−1, . . . Ort−1 = f(es, er, ht−1(s, r))

Where Ort is the history of events of type r between o as an
objects and other entities. ht(s, r) is defined as:

ht(s, r) = RNN(es, er, g(O
r
s), h(t−1)(s, r))

They study different aggregation functions in the paper,
including mean, convolution, and attention aggregator. For
our experiments, we use mean, as it is shown to give the
best results. For a given event (s, r, o, t), this model outputs
a score for (s, r, ?, t) and (?, r, o, t). We average them to
calculate the score of (s, r, o, t).

6. Experiments
We evaluate the proposed methods against the static and
temporal methods. The metric used for evaluating and com-
paring the models is AUC-ROC. We choose four types of
CAMEO codes: Fight, Reduce Relations, Diplomatic Coop-
eration, and Consult. The first two are among the most rare
relations in the ICEWS dataset, while Consult is the most
frequent one.

6.1. LSTM Evaluation

Features and labels are selected as explained in Section 5.1.
For each pair in the dataset with at least one r interaction,
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Figure 1. Performance comparison on event prediction task. Tensor Forecasting method outperforms other methods except for “Reduce
Relation” prediction.

Table 1. Ratio of positive samples in the train and test set for dif-
ferent events, shown by their CAMEO code for brevity (19: Fight,
16: Reduce Relations, 05: Diplomatic Cooperation, 04: Consult)

Event
Number of

Samples
Train
month

Test
month

Train
week

Test
week

19 ≈ 18K 0.083 0.084 0.033 0.033
16 ≈ 15K 0.054 0.056 0.017 0.018
05 ≈ 37K 0.209 0.209 0.075 0.076
04 ≈ 29K 0.416 0.406 0.179 0.175

Table 2. AUC-ROC score reported for LSTM model, labeled cho-
sen by looking at a (a) week (b) month in the future. Features are
selected from 90 days back before a timestamp

Model Fight
Reduce

Relations
Diplomatic
Cooperation Consult

Weekly 0.823 0.838 0.795 0.762
Monthly 0.754 0.678 0.768 0.782

10 random non-overlapping timestamps are drawn to make
the sample set. For a given random timestamp t, we look
at a (i) week and (ii) month ahead to label the instance as
positive or negative. For this task we use ICEWS dataset
from 01-01-2012 to 07-01-2018. We make a 70% − 30%
train/test split by adding any instance that happened after
07-01-2016 into the test set and all others into the train set.
Table 1 shows the ratio of positive samples in the train and
test set in both weekly and monthly setting. We evaluate the
model performance for h ∈ [30, 60, 90, 120] days to select
our feature set Fh,τ . The best performance is achieved for
LSTM with h = 90 days, shown in Table 2 for the four
CAMEO event types.

6.2. Model Comparison

We setup an experiment to compare the performance of our
models against each other in the following setting:

Tensor Forecasting. We make a 4-D matrix from ICEWS
dataset between 01-01-2012 and 10-01-2017, as explained
in Section 4. The Tensor rank convolutional filter size is
equal to 37 and 15 respectively.

LSTM. This model is trained on the ICEWS events that
occurred in between 01-01-2012 and 10-01-2017. For a
given pair starting at week t, the feature vector is extracted
from [t − 90days, t]. The model is a single hidden layer
lstm, with a drop out rate 0.1 and learning rate 0.001. The
hidden layer dimension is 32.

RGCN. We ignore the timestamps on the edges and create a
multirelational static graph, by aggregating edges across all
the timestamps. The output score f(s, r, o) is proportional
to the likelihood of the event happening.

RE-Net. We train the model on country-country sequence
interactions, from ICEWS dataset between 10-01-2016 and
10-01-2017. The number of hidden layers used is 100, learn-
ing rate 0.001 and drop out rate 0.5.

Ground Truth. We select the next four weeks starting from
10-01-2017 as the test set. For each week, starting at t, a
country pair (s, o) is labeled as positive with respect to event
type r if at least one r interaction happened between s and
o in [t, t + 7days]. An equal number of random pairs are
chosen as negatives. We make the task harder by filtering
country pairs with no or few interactions. Without this pre-
processing there is a high chance that a lot of the pairs have
feature vectors with almost zero for the LSTM model which
will end up with high (e.g. 99%) AUC score.

Results Figure 1 shows the performance comparison of
different models. Our Tensor Forecasting approach beats
other methods except in “Reduce Relation” prediction tasks
where RE-Net performs better. Our method captures the
temporal evolving dependencies between entities, as well as
all event types, unlike LSTM that only uses historical events
between the two entities, RGCN that ignores the temporal
notion of the data. RE-Net also predicts events based on
a history and graph structure, but the graph structure of a
target triple (s, r, o) only considers events with type r.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
We presented an efficient Tensor Forecasting approach, that
trains a Bayesian Poisson Tensor Factorization and a convo-
lutional autoregressive model. We showed that our approach
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outperforms state-of-the arts static and temporal methods in
our application. An interesting future work would be to train
an end-to-end model that optimizes the tensor factorization
and regression loss together.
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